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24 ABSTRACT  25 
  26 
Historically, computer simulations of the near-Earth space debris environment have provided  27 
a basis for international debris mitigation guidelines and, today, continue to influence  28 
international debate on debris environment remediation and Active Debris Removal (ADR).  29 
Approximately 22,500 objects larger than 10 cm are known to exist in Earth orbit and less  30 
than 5% of these are operational payloads, with the remaining population classed as space  31 
debris. These objects represent a significant risk to satellite operations, due to the possibility  32 
of damaging or catastrophic collisions, as demonstrated by the collision between Iridium 33  33 
and Cosmos 2251 in February 2009. Indeed, recent computer simulations have suggested that  34 
the current population in low Earth orbit (LEO) has reached a sufficient density at some  35 
altitudes for collision activity there to continue even in the absence of new launches. Even  36 
with the widespread adoption of debris mitigation guidelines, the growth of the LEO  37 
population, in particular, is expected to result in eight or nine collisions among catalogued  38 
objects in the next 40 years. With a new study using the University of Southampton’s space  39 
debris model, entitled DAMAGE, we show the effectiveness of debris mitigation and  40 
removal strategies to constrain the growth of the LEO debris population could be more than  41 
halved due to a long-term future decline in global thermospheric density. However,  42 
increasing debris remediation efforts can reverse the impact of this negative density trend.    43 
  44 
45 1. INTRODUCTION  46 
  47 
The United Nations (UN) Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS)  48 
defines space debris as “all man-made objects, including fragments and elements thereof, in  49 
Earth orbit or re-entering the atmosphere, that are non-functional” [UN COPUOS, 2010].  50 
Space debris is found in numerous categories, from large, dead spacecraft and used launch  51 
vehicle upper stages, to centimetre-size solid rocket motor slag, and paint flakes and  52 
fragments in the micrometre size regime. Approximately 22,500 objects larger than 10 cm are  53 
known to exist, whilst the population of particles between 1 and 10 cm is estimated to be  54 
500,000 and the number of smaller particles likely exceeds tens of millions (NASA Orbital  55 
Debris Program Office Frequently Asked Questions, http://orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov). The  56 
sources of this debris population are space launches, on-orbit operations and fragmentations,  57 
with the latter accounting for over half of the trackable objects in the current catalogue.   58 
  59 
Space debris is now widely known to represent a significant risk to operational spacecraft due  60 
to the collision hazard it represents. Indeed, the first collision between two intact objects in  61 
February 2009 led to the loss of Iridium 33 (as well as a defunct Russian satellite) and  62 
generated over 1900 fragments 10 cm or larger. Orbital speeds are such that even small  63 
particles carry sufficient kinetic energy to cause significant damage to or even catastrophic  64 
break-up of operational spacecraft. The Iridium 33-Cosmos 2251 event is only the most  65 
recent collision involving trackable orbiting objects. The European Space Agency’s Database  66 
and Information System Characterising Objects in Space (DISCOS) describes the occurrence  67 
of four other collisions since 1991 and Wright (unpublished data, 2009, available at  68 
http://www.ucsusa.org) suggests that a further four may have taken place (Figure 1). As the  69 
population of debris continues to grow, the probability of further collisions will consequently  70 increase. This will have a considerable impact upon satellite operations, because operational  71 
spacecraft will experience many close approaches with non-zero collision probability. At the  72 
time of the first recorded on-orbit collision in 1996, the Computation of Miss Between Orbits  73 
(COMBO) program operated by the United States Space Control Centre (SCC) identified  74 
over half a million close approaches of under 100 km between catalogued objects per day  75 
[Payne, 1997]. Although just a small fraction of close approaches ultimately result in a  76 
collision avoidance manoeuvre, routine conjunction assessment requires significant  77 
operational support at considerable cost.   78 
  79 
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  81 
Atmospheric decay remains the only effective sink mechanism for space debris up to  82 
altitudes of about 600 km. The drag acceleration,  D a , on a satellite with cross-sectional area  83 
A and mass M  is a linear function of the local mass density, ρ ,   84 
  85 
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  86 
where  D C  is the drag coefficient and  r v  is the velocity of the satellite relative to the  87 
atmosphere. A decrease in mass density will, thus, produce a corresponding decrease in the  88 
drag acceleration on a satellite, leading to an increase in the orbital lifetime. The orbit  89 
lifetime of an uncontrolled space vehicle is  90 
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[Stark and Swinerd, 2003] where e and a are the eccentricity and semi-major axis after  93 
control has ceased, 
p r H  is the density scale height of the atmosphere at perigee,  p r , and B  is  94 
given by  95 
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  97 
Here,  1 I  is the Bessel function of the first kind and order one and 
p r ρ  is the local mass  98 
density at the orbit perigee.   99 
  100 
Solar irradiance, especially at ultraviolet wavelengths, is a key driver of mass density change  101 
in the thermosphere, which expands and contracts as a result of temperature changes.  102 
Changes in solar irradiance over the 11-year solar cycle cause corresponding mass density  103 
changes of up to an order of magnitude [Emmert and Picone, 2010]. These changes in density  104 
cause large variations in atmospheric drag, from (1). Therefore, the rate at which orbiting  105 
objects re-enter the atmosphere during solar minima is typically less than the rate at which  106 
new objects are added to the environment, leading to a net increase in the LEO population for  107 
this part of the solar cycle. However, the effect is reversed during solar maxima as the  108 
thermospheric mass density increases and there is typically a net decrease in the population of  109 
objects in LEO over this period.   110 
  111 
Temperature changes in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (60-100 km altitude) are  112 
also caused by the excitation of atmospheric CO2 by collisions with atomic oxygen, which  113 
result in infrared emission at 15 µm and a net cooling [Akmaev and Formichev, 2000]. The  114 anticipated doubling of the concentration of CO2 by the end of the 21
st century [Brasseur and  115 
Hitchman, 1988] is expected to lead to a cooling of 10 K in the thermosphere, increasing to  116 
50 K in the mesosphere [Roble and Dickinson, 1989], and a corresponding decrease in mass  117 
density at higher altitudes. It is likely that changes in mass density here would be due to  118 
contraction at lower altitudes, where the collision rates of CO2 and atomic oxygen are higher,  119 
and the subsequent collapse of the density structure above. In addition, the capacity of the  120 
stratospheric ozone layer to absorb solar ultraviolet radiation, which leads to the expansion of  121 
the atmosphere, has been compromised by the persistence of chlorofluorocarbons (G.  122 
Braathen and the ozone-hole Team, Observations of the Antarctic Ozone Hole from 2003 to  123 
2010, EGU2011-13899, presented at the European Geosciences Union meeting, Vienna,  124 
April 2011]. As such, the depletion of stratospheric ozone may contribute to the net negative  125 
temperature trend at this altitude and the exacerbation of mass density changes in the  126 
thermosphere [Akmaev and Formichev, 2000].  127 
  128 
Empirical studies of thermospheric density change using satellite drag data have been  129 
performed by Keating [2000], Emmert et al. [2004], Emmert et al. [2008] and Saunders et al.  130 
(Saunders, A., H.G. Lewis and G.G. Swinerd, Further Evidence of Long-Term  131 
Thermospheric Density Change Using a New Method of Satellite Ballistic Coefficient  132 
Estimation, submitted to J. Geophys. Res, 2010). In general, these studies derive total mass  133 
densities, or changes in total mass densities, from a subset of the Two-Line Element (TLE)  134 
catalogue generated by the US Space Surveillance Network. Findings from these studies  135 
suggest an overall thermospheric density trend in the range  2 − % to  5 − % per decade. Whilst  136 
the magnitude of this change is much smaller than the variations caused by the 11-year solar  137 
cycle, its secular nature could lead to a reduction in thermospheric density at a given height to  138 
half of its present value within 100 years [Emmert et al., 2004] if CO2 concentrations increase  139 as expected. As before, the density reduction will lead to increasing lifetimes for satellites  140 
and space debris, and a corresponding decrease in the rate at which objects decay due to  141 
atmospheric drag. Simulations of the space debris environment have shown that these effects  142 
augment the collision rate and increase the number of objects > 10 cm above the level  143 
expected by increasing satellite lifetimes alone [Lewis et al, 2005].  144 
  145 
In 2007, the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee (IADC), the inter- 146 
governmental forum created to discuss the technical issues associated with space debris,  147 
published a set of debris mitigation guidelines aimed at reducing these risks (available from  148 
http://www.iadc-online.org). In addition, the United Nations (UN) General Assembly adopted  149 
resolution 62/217 in December 2007, endorsing the Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines of  150 
the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS). These voluntary guidelines  151 
outline key measures for the planning, design, manufacture and operation of spacecraft and  152 
launch vehicles that are encapsulated within seven mitigation guidelines [UN COPUOS,  153 
2010]:  154 
  155 
1.  Limit debris released during normal operations  156 
2.  Minimize the potential for break-ups during operational phases  157 
3.  Limit the probability of accidental collision in orbit  158 
4.  Avoid intentional destruction and other harmful activities  159 
5.  Minimize potential for post-mission break-ups resulting from stored energy  160 
6.  Limit the long-term presence of spacecraft and launch vehicle orbital stages in the low  161 
Earth orbit region after the end of their mission  162 
7.  Limit the long-term interference of spacecraft and launch vehicle orbital stages with  163 
the geosynchronous region after the end of their mission  164   165 
The qualitative, high-level UN COPUOS space debris mitigation guidelines follow the more  166 
detailed and technical IADC guidelines. Broadly speaking, the first five guidelines are aimed  167 
at preventing the generation of debris in the short-term, whereas the last two guidelines focus  168 
on reducing debris generation in the long-term by limiting the lifetime of defunct satellites  169 
and launch vehicle stages in key altitude regimes used by operational spacecraft.   170 
  171 
For spacecraft or orbital stages that end their mission in orbits that pass through the low Earth  172 
orbit (LEO) region, the IADC space debris mitigation guideline recommends direct  173 
atmospheric re-entry, retrieval or manoeuvre into an orbit with a lifetime of 25 years (IADC,  174 
2007). For some LEO spacecraft and orbital stages, an alternative is to manoeuvre into a  175 
storage orbit with a perigee altitude above 2000 km. In most cases, however, the solution  176 
preferred by satellite operators is to manoeuvre into a 25-year, lifetime-limited orbit as this  177 
involves the lowest cost. Drag augmentation devices may also be used to reduce the orbit  178 
lifetime, although such devices should reduce the area-time product,  τ A , of the vehicle, or  179 
demonstrate that an impact with another spacecraft or large debris will not cause further  180 
fragmentation (US Government Orbital Debris Mitigation Standard Practices, available at  181 
http://www.orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov). The perigee altitude for which  182 
  183 
0 years 25 = − τ   (4) 
  184 
identifies an orbit that satisfies the 25 year orbit lifetime and, thus, meets the IADC debris  185 
mitigation guideline. The root of the non-linear equation (4) can be determined using the  186 
bisection method, thereby guaranteeing convergence.   187 
  188 The adoption of space debris mitigation guidelines has succeeded in reducing the growth in  189 
the population of launch vehicle stages and mission-related debris since the beginning of the  190 
21
st century (Figure 2). However, computer simulations conducted in the last four years have  191 
suggested that the current debris population in LEO has reached a sufficient density at some  192 
altitudes for collision activity there to continue even in the absence of new launches (Liou  193 
and Johnson, 2006). Further, the rate at which new debris is generated by these collisions  194 
exceeds the rate at which it is removed by atmospheric decay, leading to a net growth of the  195 
space debris population in LEO. In reality, the situation will be worse than this ‘no new  196 
launches’ scenario: spacecraft will continue to be launched and major, unexpected break-ups  197 
will continue to occur. Debris mitigation practices, such as those described above, will help  198 
to limit the rate of growth but will be insufficient. The removal of large, intact objects from  199 
critical altitudes, where high levels of collision activity are expected, is now being considered  200 
to stabilize the population growth [Liou and Johnson, 2007a].  201 
  202 
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  204 
Simulations of Active Debris Removal (ADR) have demonstrated, in principle, that the LEO  205 
debris population can be stabilized by the removal of a relatively few, selected debris targets  206 
[Lewis et al., 2009; Liou and Johnson, 2007b]. According to these simulations, prevention of  207 
the growth of the existing LEO population can be achieved by five removals per year,  208 
beginning in the year 2020. On average, for every object removed through ADR the total  209 
debris population is reduced by 10 [Lewis et al., 2009]. Lower removal rates have been  210 
shown to be less effective and may not be sufficient to constrain the growth of the LEO  211 
debris population. It is likely that a negative secular density trend will result in a similar  212 
reduction in the effectiveness of ADR.  213   214 
In this paper, we employ the University of Southampton’s Debris Analysis and Monitoring  215 
Architecture for the Geosynchronous Environment (DAMAGE) to quantify the impact of the  216 
secular decline in thermospheric density on the effectiveness of debris mitigation and  217 
removal practices.  218 
  219 
2. THE DAMAGE MODEL  220 
  221 
The University of Southampton’s debris model is a three-dimensional computational model  222 
that was initially developed to simulate the debris population in geosynchronous Earth orbit  223 
(GEO) but has since been upgraded to allow investigations of the full LEO to GEO debris  224 
environment. DAMAGE is a semi-deterministic model implemented in C++, running under  225 
Microsoft Windows and uses OpenGL for graphical support. A fast, pair-wise algorithm  226 
based on the ‘Cube’ approach adopted in NASA’s LEO-to-GEO Environment Debris model  227 
(LEGEND) [Liou et al., 2004) is used to determine the collision probability for all orbiting  228 
objects.  The collision probability of an object iwith a second object j in a small cubic  229 
volume element dU over a short time interval dt  can be expressed as [Liou, 2006]  230 
  231 
( ) dt dU v s s t dP ij j i j i σ = , ,  (5) 
  232 
where  i s  and  j s  are the residential probabilities (also spatial densities) of objects iand  j  in  233 
the cube dU ,  ij v  is the velocity of object j  relative to object i , and σ  is the combined  234 
cross-sectional area of both objects measured in a plane normal to the relative velocity. The  235 
integration of (5) for all objects  i j ≠  over a relatively long projection period (e.g. decades or  236 
centuries), and over the volume of near-Earth space provides an estimate of the cumulative  237 collision probability, ( ) t P j i, , for objects i and  j . In practice,  ( ) t dP j i,  is calculated at discrete  238 
time intervals only for cases where two objects occupy the same cubic volume element. Thus,  239 
the computation time increases with N  rather than 
2 N  for an environment containing N   240 
objects  and sampling is performed over time so that new objects and changing orbital  241 
elements are incorporated [Liou, 2006]. A uniformly distributed random number is generated  242 
and compared with  ( ) t dP j i,  to determine whether a collision between objects i and  j  at time  243 
t  actually occurs.  If so, DAMAGE makes use of the NASA Standard breakup model  244 
[Johnson et al., 2001] to generate fragmentation debris.   245 
  246 
DAMAGE employs a fast, semi-analytical orbital propagator to update the orbital elements  247 
of objects within the environment. This propagator includes orbital perturbations due to Earth  248 
gravity harmonics,  2 J ,  3 J , and  2 , 2 J , luni-solar gravitational perturbations, solar radiation  249 
pressure and atmospheric drag. The drag model assumes a non-rotating, oblate atmosphere  250 
with density and density scale height values taken from the 1972 COSPAR International  251 
Reference Atmosphere (CIRA). This model was chosen for its relative simplicity, as  252 
computational efficiency is important for evolving large populations over long time periods.  253 
Atmospheric density and scale height values are stored as look-up tables within DAMAGE  254 
for discrete altitudes and exospheric temperatures. The exospheric temperature,  ( ) t Tex , at time  255 
t is given by  256 
  257 
( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) t F t Tex 7 . 10 24 . 3 379 15 . 1 + = ,  (6) 
  258 
where  ( ) t F 7 . 10  is the solar flux at a wavelength of 10.7 cm. Projected solar activity is  259 
described in DAMAGE using the sinusoidal model in Figure 3. Log-linear interpolation is  260 used to extract density and scale height estimates from the look-up tables at the perigees of all  261 
objects within the LEO region for  ( ) t F 7 . 10  values throughout the projection period.  262 
  263 
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  265 
Following the approach adopted by Lewis et al. [2005], DAMAGE accounts for  266 
thermospheric cooling using an empirically-derived secular density change. In the 2005 work,  267 
results from the analysis of 27 long-lived satellites reported by Emmert et al. [2004] were  268 
used to develop a simple model of the density trend,  ρ ∆ ,  269 
  270 
( ) ( ) ( ) 240 0036 . 0 70 01441 . 0 4 . 3 7 . 10 − − − + − = ∆ h t F ρ ,  (7) 
  271 
as a percentage per decade and as a function of the F10.7 cm solar flux and height above sea  272 
level, h. In this paper, we use the Earth orbital propagator for thermospheric analysis  273 
(AETHER; Saunders, A., H.G. Lewis and G.G. Swinerd, Further Evidence of Long-Term  274 
Thermospheric Density Change Using a New Method of Satellite Ballistic Coefficient  275 
Estimation, submitted to J. Geophys. Res, 2010) to predict the thermospheric density changes  276 
using Two-Line Element (TLE) sets. AETHER employs models of Earth gravity harmonics  277 
to order and degree 20, and atmospheric drag is predicted using the empirical atmospheric  278 
density model Naval Research Laboratory’s Mass Spectrometry and Incoherent Scatter Radar  279 
up to the Exobase, released in the year 2000 (NRLMSISE-00). Other orbital perturbations  280 
included in AETHER are the third-body gravitational effects due to the Moon and Sun, and  281 
solar radiation pressure with an oblate, conical Earth shadow. The propagator and its use to  282 
derive density trends from 41 LEO satellites are described by Saunders et al. For a selected,  283 long-lived satellite, the ratio, ζ , of the ‘observed’ thermospheric mass density, ρ , derived  284 
using TLE sets, to the ‘predicted’ value,  * ρ , derived using AETHER, is  285 
  286 
* ρ
ρ
ζ = , 
(8) 
  287 
and characterizes the density trend. This ratio is approximated by,  288 
  289 
* a
a
∆
∆
= ζ , 
(9) 
  290 
where  a ∆  is the difference in the semi-major axis, a, of the satellite from one TLE set to  291 
some later TLE set, and  * a ∆  is the difference in semi-major axis computed by AETHER  292 
over the same period of time. The density ratio is associated with a particular altitude  293 
depending on the size of the semi-major axis, a, the orbit eccentricity, e, and the density  294 
scale height of the atmosphere at the orbit perigee [King-Hele, 1987]. Overall, this approach  295 
differs from the method described by Picone et al. [2005] and employed by Emmert et al.  296 
[2004; 2008; 2010] in that (9) provides an estimate of the relative change in total mass  297 
density, rather than being a prediction of the total mass density itself.   298 
  299 
Here, AETHER was used to infer thermospheric density values from four decades of TLE  300 
data for 30 satellites in LEO, including data from the record low density of the 2008 solar  301 
minimum. From these results, an empirical model of the density trend was developed; the  302 
modified density (incorporating thermospheric contraction),  303 
  304 ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] 88578 . 0 00109 . 0 00013 . 0 98028 . 0 7 . 10 + − = t F h
T
i c ρ ρ ,  (10) 
  305 
at height hand for 10.7 cm solar flux,  ( ) t F 7 . 10 , is estimated from the initial density,  i ρ ,  306 
obtained using log-linear interpolation of CIRA-72 density values stored in the DAMAGE  307 
look-up table, and at time T  decades measured from the epoch 1 January 1970. For  300 = h   308 
km, the cooling trend given by (10) is shown in Figure 4.   309 
  310 
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  312 
Using satellite drag data, Emmert et al. [2010] were able to describe record-low  313 
thermospheric mass densities during the prolonged 2008 solar minimum that were 10-30%  314 
lower than predicted by NRLMSISE-00, due, in part, to the radiative cooling effects of  315 
atmospheric CO2. As the empirical model in (10) included data from this period, it is likely  316 
that mass density changes it forecasts are biased towards large, negative values. Potentially,  317 
this bias results in over-estimates of spacecraft and debris lifetimes, especially towards the  318 
end of the environment projection period.  319 
  320 
Debris environment projections covering the period from October 1957 to July 2009  321 
(inclusive) and employing historical launch and fragmentation information from ESA’s  322 
DISCOS have been used to establish LEO populations for the epoch 1 August 2009. Two  323 
versions of this population were generated; one using unmodified CIRA-72 densities and the  324 
second employing (10) from 1 January 1970. Subsequent projections into the future of the  325 
debris population ≥ 10 cm commence from this epoch and are performed using a Monte  326 
Carlo (MC) approach to account for stochastic elements within the model and to establish  327 
reliable statistics. Future projections repeat launch traffic from 1999 to 2009 on a 10-year  328 cycle. In addition, the density trends predicted by (10) were assumed to continue unchanged  329 
throughout the projection period.   330 
  331 
3. METHOD  332 
  333 
A 70-year future projection from 1 August 2009 was used by DAMAGE as the benchmark  334 
scenario for this investigation (Table 1). This scenario incorporated key elements of the UN  335 
COPUOS and IADC space debris mitigation guidelines, including post-mission disposal  336 
(PMD) to limit the lifetime of spacecraft and launch vehicle orbital stages in the LEO region.  337 
These objects were moved to 25-year decay orbits or LEO storage orbits (above LEO)  338 
depending on the  v ∆ . As the storage orbits were above LEO, the region of interest to this  339 
study, objects placed here were no longer processed in the simulation. PMD measures were  340 
implemented from the start of the future projection and were applied to 90% of all eligible  341 
objects. In addition to the PMD measures, it was assumed that no explosions occurred during  342 
operational phases, and all spacecraft and upper stages were passivated at end of mission.  343 
That is, no explosive break-ups occurred in the projection period.  344 
  345 
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  347 
The benchmark mitigation scenario was enhanced in a second series of simulations using a  348 
simple ADR strategy. Intuitively, it makes sense to target objects for ADR based on their  349 
contribution to future collision activities. Thus, the probability of an object being involved in  350 
a collision, and the number of fragments added to the environment if a collision does occur,  351 
have been factors used to define criteria for ADR in previous studies. For example, Liou and  352 
Johnson [2007b] used the criterion  353   354 
( ) ( ) ∑
≠
=
i j
j i i i t P m t R , ,  (11) 
  355 
to rank objects for removal, where  i m  is the mass of object i, which is a key factor in the  356 
NASA standard breakup model for determining the number of collision-induced fragments  357 
[Johnson et al., 2001]. The estimation of the cumulative probability  ( ) ∑
≠i j
j i t P,  over all objects  358 
i j ≠  for use in this removal criterion is made outside the normal environment projection and  359 
is achieved using an integration of (5) over a relatively short time interval (days), at the start  360 
of each ADR year [Liou et al., 2004]. However, this process can be time-consuming and a  361 
number of alternative criteria are available.   362 
  363 
For this paper, we utilized the results of a previous DAMAGE study to identify potential  364 
ADR targets [Lewis et al., 2011]. For each of 100 MC runs of this scenario, DAMAGE  365 
recorded the altitude of all collisions (Figure 5). This is the integration over time of (5) but  366 
the purpose of this particular integration is to identify a critical altitude band as the focus of  367 
ADR rather than particular spacecraft or launch vehicle stages. The expectation from the  368 
results of this previous study were that collisions in the altitude band 950 km to 1050 km are  369 
three times more likely than at other altitudes. Following previous ADR studies, which have  370 
identified an effective removal rate, the DAMAGE ADR scenario in this paper targeted the  371 
five most massive objects per year from the 950-1050 km altitude band, beginning 1 January  372 
2020.  In addition, the following eligibility requirements for removal were used:  373 
  374 
1.  The object must be intact (i.e. a payload, launch vehicle upper stage or mission- 375 
related debris),  376 2.  have an orbital eccentricity < 0.5,  377 
3.  have a perigee altitude < 1400 km, and  378 
4.  must not already be subject to PMD measures.  379 
  380 
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  382 
Two versions of the mitigation and ADR scenarios were used to investigate the effects of  383 
thermospheric contraction on the future LEO space debris population. In the first version,  384 
unmodified CIRA-72 densities were used to estimate atmospheric drag (and PMD decay orbit  385 
perigees) whereas the second version utilized CIRA-72 densities modified according to (10).  386 
These two mitigation and two ADR scenarios are described in Table 2 along with a third  387 
ADR scenario used for comparison purposes.  388 
  389 
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  391 
An Effective Reduction Factor (ERF), introduced by Liou and Johnson  [2007a], was  392 
calculated to quantify the effectiveness of the ADR scenarios investigated in this study,  393 
where  394 
  395 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) t CN
t N t N
t ERF
R
S −
= , 
(12) 
  396 
  397 
( ) t N  is the effective number of objects ≥ 10 cm in the benchmark mitigation (no ADR)  398 
scenario at time t,  ( ) t NS  is the effective number of objects ≥ 10 cm in the ADR scenario at  399 time t, and  ( ) t CNR  is the cumulative number of objects removed at time t. The effective  400 
number is defined as the fractional time, per orbital period, an object spends in LEO. The  401 
ERF  quantifies the reduction in the total population for each object removed through  402 
ADR. ( ) t ERF  is a function of time and can thus be calculated at any point in the projection  403 
period. Liou and Johnson [2007a] report ERF values calculated at the end of the projection  404 
period. However, the mean ERF calculated from the year 2021 to the end of the projection  405 
period provides a more robust measure [Lewis et al., 2009].  406 
   407 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  408 
  409 
The effective number of objects in LEO over the projection period for the two mitigation and  410 
the two ADR scenarios are shown in Figure 6. Only the averages of the 50 MC runs are  411 
shown, for clarity. For all scenarios, there is a rise in the population as a result of sustained  412 
collision activity throughout the projection period (Figure 7). For the benchmark mitigation  413 
scenario without thermospheric contraction, the mean LEO population increase was 1568 (1- 414 
sigma = 1908) objects from 10,346 at the 1 August 2009 epoch (Table 3). When ADR was  415 
employed, at a rate of five removals per year from 1 January 2020, the population grew by a  416 
mean of 508  (1-sigma = 1551)  objects.  With the expectation that the population in the  417 
mitigation-only scenario would be larger than that in the ADR scenario, the observed  418 
difference in the size of the population does reach significance in a one-tailed test (with  419 
coefficient of determination, ( ) 514 . 1 49 , 1 = F , and probability,  075 . 0 = p , where  ( ) 49 , 1 F  denotes  420 
a Fisher-Snedecor distribution with 1 degree of freedom in the numerator and 49 degrees of  421 
freedom in the denominator [Moore et al., 2008]).  ADR reduced the LEO population by  422 
1060 objects by the end of the projection ( ( ) 2079 . Aug 1 , 5 . 3 = = t t ERF ), compared with  423 mitigation only (Table 3). For each object removed by ADR the mean population reduction is  424 
4.1 (1-sigma = 6.1).   425 
  426 
[ INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE ]  427 
  428 
[ INSERT FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE ]  429 
  430 
[ INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE ]  431 
  432 
When thermospheric contraction was included in the mitigation-only simulation, the mean  433 
LEO population increase was 3543 (1-sigma = 2461)  from 11,173 on 1 August 2009.  434 
Statistical analysis shows the effect of thermospheric contraction to be significant for the  435 
mitigation-only scenarios  ( ( ) 008 . 0 , 397 . 0 49 , 1 = = p F ).  With ADR and thermospheric  436 
contraction, the mean population increase was 2669 (1-sigma = 2010) objects. Whilst this  437 
represents a reduction of 874 objects by 1 August 2079 compared with the mitigation-only  438 
scenario  ( ( ) 2079 . Aug 1 , 9 . 2 = = t t ERF )  and is significant in a one-tailed test  439 
( ( ) 080 . 0 , 499 . 1 49 , 1 = = p F ), the mean  ERF  value is −0.9  (1-sigma = 8.6). Inspection of  440 
( ) t ERF  values over the projection period (Figure 8) reveals that  ( ) 1 ≤ t ERF  in the periods  441 
2020 through 2034 and 2044 through 2053. This is in contrast to the ADR scenario without  442 
thermospheric contraction for which  ( ) 1 ≥ t ERF  from 2028 onwards.  443 
  444 
[ INSERT FIGURE 8 ABOUT HERE ]  445 
  446 
The yearly increases in the LEO populations from all scenarios were estimated by fitting  447 
linear trend-lines to the curves in Figure 6. The yearly collision rates were found using a  448 similar procedure. The results of this fitting process and corresponding correlation coefficient  449 
(
2 R )  values  are shown in Table  4.  For  the benchmark mitigation scenario (without  450 
thermospheric contraction), the LEO population grew by 39 objects per year ( 851 . 0
2 = R )  451 
and the collision rate was 0.21 per year ( 996 . 0
2 = R ). When ADR was employed, with five  452 
removals per year, the LEO population growth rate was halved, to 19.6 objects per year  453 
( 678 . 0
2 = R ), and the collision rate decreased to 0.17 events per year ( 999 . 0
2 = R ). However,  454 
thermospheric contraction reduces the effectiveness of ADR, such that the LEO population  455 
growth rate falls from 67.9 objects per year without ADR ( 942 . 0
2 = R ) to 53.6 objects per  456 
year with ADR ( 937 . 0
2 = R ).   457 
  458 
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  460 
The density trend increased the LEO population growth rate by 74% in the mitigation-only  461 
scenario and by 173% in the combined mitigation-ADR scenario. Thus, the effect of the  462 
thermospheric contraction appears greater for scenarios incorporating ADR  although  a  463 
different removal criterion (e.g. (11)) may lessen its impact. Another way to restore the  464 
benefits of ADR is to increase the yearly removal rate. Results from the final DAMAGE  465 
simulation (“ADR10 Contraction”) showed that if the ADR rate was doubled, to 10 removals  466 
per year, the LEO population growth rate was decreased to 35.2 objects per year (Table 4).  467 
Ten removals per year also cut the collision rate by nearly 14%. The LEO population still  468 
grew by a mean of 1196 ±1881 objects but was reduced by 2347 objects by 1 August 2079  469 
compared  with the benchmark mitigation  scenario  with thermospheric contraction  470 
( ( ) 2079 . Aug 1 , 9 . 3 = = t t ERF , Table 3). A one-tailed test showed this to be a significant  471 
result ( ( ) 031 . 0 , 712 . 1 49 , 1 = = p F ). The mean  ( ) t ERF  over the projection period was 2.0±1.6.  472 That is, for every object removed through ADR, the LEO population was reduced by 2.0  473 
objects, on average.  474 
  475 
5. CONCLUSIONS  476 
  477 
The LEO space debris population is expected to increase due to random collisions between  478 
existing on-orbit debris, even in the absence of new launch activities. The widespread  479 
adoption of debris mitigation measures will limit this  growth but will be insufficient  to  480 
stabilize the growth of the population. Remediation of the environment through an Active  481 
Debris Removal campaign, whereby intact objects are removed, presents a possible solution  482 
to this problem and previous work has shown that removing relatively few objects per year  483 
can prevent the spontaneous growth of the existing LEO population. However, a secular  484 
decline in thermospheric density will decrease the effectiveness of key  debris  mitigation  485 
measures and ADR, as it directly affects the atmosphere as the primary sink mechanism for  486 
space debris. Work by Emmert et al. [2008], amongst others, has provided evidence for such  487 
a thermospheric contraction.  488 
  489 
In this paper, we have used AETHER to derive an empirical density trend, as a function of  490 
height and F10.7 cm solar flux, and then assumed that this trend continues into the future.  491 
DAMAGE projections of the space debris population in LEO have shown that the density  492 
trend causes a significant reduction in the effectiveness of space debris mitigation measures  493 
and in the ability of a key remediation measure, ADR, to constrain the LEO population  494 
growth. The decline in thermospheric density results in a 74% increase in the LEO population  495 
growth rate over a 70-year projection of a mitigation-only scenario, and a 173% increase in  496 
the population growth rate for a combined mitigation-ADR scenario. The positive effects of  497 ADR on the LEO debris population are effectively cancelled by the density trend, as  498 
measured by the mean ERF value. Doubling the ADR removal rate from five objects per year  499 
to 10 objects per year restored the benefits of remediation in the simulations but doing this in  500 
practice would involve higher costs and operational complexity.  501 
  502 
Work, to establish the sensitivity of the results to changes in the ADR removal criteria and to  503 
incorporate models of drag augmentation devices into the simulation, is ongoing.   504 
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595  FIGURE CAPTIONS  596 
  597 
Figure 1. Historical collision activity.  598 
  599 
Figure 2. Monthly number of objects in Earth orbit (source: NASA).  600 
  601 
Figure 3. F10.7 cm solar flux projection used in DAMAGE.  602 
  603 
Figure 4. Density trend at a height of 300 km from epoch 1 January 1970.  604 
  605 
Figure 5. Collision frequency as a function of altitude, determined from the DAMAGE  606 
benchmark mitigation study.  607 
  608 
Figure 6. Projected number of objects in LEO for DAMAGE mitigation and ADR scenarios.  609 
  610 
Figure 7. Projected number of collisions in LEO for DAMAGE mitigation and ADR  611 
scenarios.  612 
  613 
Figure 8. Effective Reduction Factor for DAMAGE ADR scenarios. The solid line indicates  614 
the ERF level above which ADR is effective.  615 
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655 TABLES  656 
  657 
Table 1. Description of the benchmark mitigation scenario.  658 
  659 
Parameter  Value 
Projection period  1 Aug 2009 – 1 Aug 2079 
Traffic model (2009 – 2079)  Repeat 10-year (1999-2009) launch 
traffic 
Post-mission disposal (2009 – 2079)  Move spacecraft and rocket bodies to 
25-year decay orbits (90% success rate) 
Future explosions (2009 – 2079)  No explosions 
Time-step  5 days 
Minimum object size  10 cm 
Collision prediction: cube size  10 km 
  660 
Table 2. Description of the DAMAGE mitigation and ADR scenarios.  661 
  662 
Scenario  Description 
Mitigation no contraction  As Table 1, using unmodified CIRA-72 densities 
Mitigation with contraction  As Table 1, using modified CIRA-72 densities from (10) 
ADR no contraction  As Table 1, 5 most massive objects in 950-1050 km band 
removed immediately per year (on 1 Jan.) from 2020 
ADR with contraction  As Table 1, 5 most massive objects in 950-1050 km band 
removed immediately per year (on 1 Jan.) from 2020. 
Modified CIRA-72 densities from (10) 
663 Table 3. Number of objects in LEO and ADR effectiveness.  664 
  665 
Scenario  Num. Objects  
(1 Aug. 2009) 
Mean Num. 
Objects 
(1 Aug. 2079) 
Mean Num. 
Reduced  
c.f. Mitigation 
(1 Aug. 2079) 
ERF 
(1 Aug. 2079) 
Mean ERF 
MITIGATION 
No Contraction 
10,346  11,914  -  -  - 
MITIGATION 
Contraction 
11,173  14,716  -  -  - 
ADR No 
Contraction 
10,346  10,854  1060  3.5  4.1 
ADR 
Contraction 
11,173  13,842  874  2.9  −0.9 
ADR10 
Contraction 
11,173  12,369  2347  3.9  2.0 
  666 
667 Table 4. Slope values of straight-line fits to curves in Figures 6 and 7. Correlation coefficient  668 
(
2 R ) values are shown in parentheses.  669 
  670 
Scenario  Num. Objects/year  Num. Collisions/year 
MITIGATION No Contraction  39.0 (0.851)  0.21 (0.996) 
MITIGATION Contraction  67.9 (0.942)  0.22 (0.995) 
ADR No Contraction  19.6 (0.678)  0.17 (0.999) 
ADR Contraction  53.6 (0.937)  0.23 (0.998) 
ADR10 Contraction  35.2 (0.872)  0.19 (0.998) 
  671 
  672 